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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine whether Computer Applications Technology secondary school teachers receive necessary support. Qualitative approach was chosen because it incites the most important meaning from participants and best suited for small samples. As case study embedded this investigation. A case study was used for this qualitative paper with an aim to investigate whether Computer Applications Technology teaching was supported to enhance secondary school curriculum imperatives. Three participants were selected purposively from a rurally located Eastern Cape Education District. To collect data, semi-structured interviews were used. Data were analysed thematically. Findings indicated that teachers do not receive necessary support on technology use, this caused by insufficient school funds to render trainings towards upskilling human resource for expected content knowledge. The paper recommends that school authorities need to support teachers and learners as CAT is one of the vital subjects underpinning school curriculum. In conclusion, school authorities is obliged to render support towards developed computer literacy skills.
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Introduction.
The Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent school closure forced teachers towards online engagements to ensure that gaps are closed for all learning and teaching processes (Hodder, 2020). This was not an easy transition, as this success depended on both teachers and learners having computer literacy skills, knowledge of digital tools, and competencies for online teaching (Van Deursen, van Dijk, 2019). Additionally, there was a for teachers to adapt new pedagogical concepts and approaches of instruction for which they might not have received effective training and support on technology education imperatives (Bordbar, 2010). Teachers are expected to modify teaching practices leading to creativity. This has an advantage to preserve learner engagement, as the schooling environment has to display fertile ground to support effective learning (Blankley & Booyens, 2010).
Further than that, teaching Computer Applications Technology (CAT) supports learners in learning computer skills that are a functional requirement in the fourth industrial revolution era. These computer skills enable them to use a wide range of digital programmes, which are essential in today's world (Kent, Laslo & Rafaeli, 2016). Thus, trained teachers are required to meet the needs of secondary school learners when teaching CAT. Hence, supporting CAT teachers would be beneficial. Consequently, it is for this reason that authors of this paper became intrigued to investigate whether CAT teachers receive the necessary support needed to capacitate teaching the subject in secondary schools (Bates, 2018).

**Literature Review.**

It is unsurprising that computers have become an integral part of teaching and learning as an ongoing process for skills building coupled with learner progression and global competence (Bates, 2018). Consequently, developing computer skills in the digital age would advantage both role players. As a result, attending trainings and workshops would be beneficial if the Department of Education (DoE) or any other organisation consistently offers such developmental programmes (Seufert, Guggemos & Sailer, 2021). As argued by Hashim, Saharani, Zulkifli, Mokhtar and Yunus, (2019), CAT teachers have to obtain all the necessary support. This could be done by workshops and trainings conducted by either the DoE or non-governmental organisations. When teachers have attended workshops, they become equipped with new methods of teaching the subject. Learners as people who already have some information on using computers need teachers who are full of knowledge (Lara, Aljawarneh & Pamplona, 2020). If teachers are found not to have the necessary information there might be problems because some advantaged learners already have access to the use of computers in their homes (Naile & Selesho, 2014).

However, Chiles (2012), suggests that there is a need for some planned processes on how implementation of CAT should be done in schools. Some motivation strategies for CAT teachers have to be put in place. Practical subjects like these need teachers to always have some acceptable attitudes that would also motivate love of learning CAT within learners’ inner or self-enthusiasm. This means that all CAT teachers are expected to have the required skills and understanding of the subject for them to be in a better position to impart relevant subject content (Takamine, 2017).

Another motivating factor suggested by Bruer (2015) is that in each classroom where CAT is studied, there should be computers. This researcher also suggests that all teachers teaching CAT have to be provided with the obligatory tools of trade like Laptops and tablets. If teachers are subsidized with the necessary tools, they become efficient when planning without having to disturb learners in the computer laboratory. More than that, laptops are easy to carry and move around with. Moreover, these laptops have been reported by research to help teachers at networking with others to share knowledge. Ghazal, Hasan, Alshurideh, Alzoubi, Ahmad, Akbar, Al Kurdi & Akour (2021) highlighted that DoE has to ensure that teachers are skilfully equipped with computer literacy skills to solve problems that learners can face.

In relation to support mechanisms, teachers teaching CAT are advised to go an extra mile to move beyond procedures of teaching the subject, but instead have to network and form partnerships with other subjects relating to CAT. This statement is supported by Naile and Selesho (2014) who observed that most learners pass subjects that are related to CAT perfectly well. A good example of the subject that displayed satisfactory performance is Mathematics as this is also a practical subject. Government Publications (2008) is of the same view by noting that teachers teaching CAT are observed to have taught learners some applications, yet they are also expected to also capacitate such affected learners with some skills needed to apply computer literacy.

When partnerships have been well developed between CAT teachers and teachers of other relevant subjects, there would be collaboration and networking between groups of teachers who have the same view to achieve better results in the subjects they teach (Brits, 2013). This group of teachers for a subject in the same or relevant field of study then serve as a support group where partners are permitted chances to share their experiences, challenges, and also successes or strengths. Where challenges have been indicated, teachers are then advised to work collaboratively with one another to help identify the cause of the problem, then suggest possible solutions to the situation (Clayton, Blumberg & Anthony, 2018).
Therefore, teachers who offer CAT need to be trained and workshopped on different and new teaching approaches. These approaches also encompass the difficult language used in computer learning (Ali, Ahmed, Anum, Ghazal, Abbas, Khan, Alzoubi & Ahmad, 2021). Words and terms not familiarly used in other subjects learned need both teachers and learners to have full grasp of such terminologies. When such practices are put in place, spirits for those teachers who had developed some lowered motivation because of learners who do not perform well, are boosted. If CAT teachers have become motivated, learners would also be motivated. When this support mechanism has been put in place, there is great possibility for improved pass percentages in the learning of computer subjects (Zukan, & Aldulaimi, 2020).

Henceforth, Swartout (2013) contends that another support strategy towards teachers teaching CAT may be awarding learners who had shown some commitment and passed the subject in flowering percentages. Prize-giving ceremonies, as perceived by Choudhury and Pattnaik (2020) are noted of their encouraging characteristic. Even learners who had lowered performance at schools are motivated when they see their peers given awards. This motivating factor goes beyond motivating learners only. When teachers notice that learners have developed some interest and commitment in learning the subject, they also feel they are supported by learners, as a result those teachers begin to develop more love and dedication towards the subject because they have a feeling that they are not fighting the battle of studying CAT all alone.

As outlined by the Rijuan (2009), there is a need to offer great teacher- professional support and development. This is aimed at transforming teaching methods, as such, planting confidence. The ultimate and positive fruit is rooted focus on positive effect of ICT on teaching, learning and development of learner-skills (Schmid, Brianza & Petko, 2021).

Underpinning this study is the Activity Theory (Clemnensen & Katelynn, 2016). The theory perceives an activity as a system of human doing where subjects work on objects to acquire a desired outcome. This is a practise where a subject makes functional use of the tools, either external (e.g. a computer) or internal (e.g. a plan).

This practise entails practical approaches applied during learning-teaching environment. Educationally, this therefore implies that with learning through the use of online learning tools like computers, learners become exposed to critical thinking, problem solving and upgraded computer literacy skills needed in this digital world. Use of computers for learning can lead to probable careers (DoE, 2008).

Methods and Materials.
In this section, authors have detailed, acknowledged, and discussed the research methodology that served as the framework for this investigation, using the chosen research approach as a guiding principle (Fleming & Zegwaard, 2018). To make this study credible and transportable, it became necessary to justify each type of procedure used. The study employed a qualitative research methodology. This led to better chances of comprehending the case and actual circumstances at the study site as perceived by participants when expressing their real-life experiences.

Methodological Design.
As articulated by Bhandari (2022) a research approach that is qualitative in nature helps at discovering, thereby comprehending meaning from individual participants. This was the reason why this study got underpinned in a qualitative research approach. Further than that, it is this approach that assisted a lot at supplying rich and specified outline in relation to realities entangling digital learning strategies applied during the teaching of CAT in rural schools. This qualitative study used a case study design that helped to explore whether CAT teachers receive any support in teaching the subject in secondary schools (Creswell, 2015; Mckenney & Reeves, 2018).

Population and Sampling.
Three participants who were purposefully nominated for this qualitative investigation became sources of information as we engaged and interacted with them during this entire process, at different intervals and periods, pending their availability as they were full time employees in the research site identified. In addition to that, all the three participants displayed eagerness to take part in this investigation. This interest emanated after they were informed of ethical considerations that their
identities would be kept anonymous, thereby making use of untruthful names (Polonsky & Waller, 2019). These participants were perceived to be a relevant group because of the momentous years being allocated for computer-learning related subjects.

**Research Instruments.**
Semi-structured interviews were conducted. This type of questioning allowed chances for in-depth discussions. Posing a set of questions as outlined by the interview schedule, in an open-ended manner, helped both interviewees and the interviewers to vibrantly engage. Discussions that led to also asking follow up questions that were not primarily contained in the interview schedule helped at assembling rich data (Freedmam, 2014).

**Discussions of Results.**
Data analysis was done for this study. Similar rejoinders were merged, and thus, some themes emerged. Below is the discussion of findings in relation to the themes as revealed by the analysed data.

**Teacher Exposure to Technology Use.**
One of main findings concerns the support towards teaching of CAT in secondary schools. Participants complained that they were limited time for training on technology. This is confirmed by a response indicating that as CAT teachers they were experienced some encounters caused by dysfunctional learning and teaching online resources like computers readily available in computer laboratories. Be that as it may, the DoE has a vested responsibility of making sure that some lab technicians are made available to render mechanical services that may arise. As recommended by Matijevic (2014), it then becomes the task of the School Management Team (SMT) to generate a conducive environment to efficiently cater for the emergent culture of being exposed to the use of online learning resources.

**Limited Teacher Training.**
It came out as one of the findings that lack of advanced computer literacy skills in some teachers was caused by lack of trainings. If one is hindered by limited trained, this could lead to demotivation and lack of confidence while a teacher presents the lesson. When a teacher displays lack of confidence there could be challenges of learner dissatisfaction because of failure to deliver the required computer literacy schools. To lighten the circumstances, Fambaza (2012) contend that adequate training should be provided to those who offer CAT solely because there is a demand that learners be capacitated with the necessary technology skills. In addition to that, computer learning is no mean task because language and terminologies used need one to have been really trained on such language aspects and jargons (Prensky, 2001).

Moreover, it seems there is a need for DoE to take note of capacity building mechanisms for teachers to be professionally well equipped, this has an added advantage to make all affected in the process to have inner motivation. The study findings are in line with Fuchs (2020) who observed that limited workshops to improve digital learning strategies on teachers may have some negativity in the learning process, thereby leading to a decline in learner academic performance. As indicated by Schiølin (2020), platforms for online learning be conducted in technological environments that are supportive for all.

**Conclusions.**
As indicated by the findings of this study that some fundamental challenges regarding support towards CAT teachers in the secondary schools, for further studies one could identify some strategies that are motivational to help upgrade all users, both learners and teachers. It is therefore recommended by this study that it is worth an investment that all CAT teachers to receive professional training as a vital need for proficient support. The paper thereby concludes by defining some critical aspect for CAT teachers to have access in platforms open for upgrading skills necessary to align with the digital sphere.
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